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Laser ablation of~Co,Ni!-doped graphite yields; 70% single-wall nanotubes, predominantly~10,10! arm-
chair tubes which self-organize into crystalline ‘‘ropes’’.100 Å in diameter and.10 mm long. We find
r i50.0320.10mV cm at 300 K, with positive~negative! dr/dT above~below! T* 5 35 K. Unoriented bulk
samples exhibit similar behavior, with higher~directionally averaged! resistivities andT* ’s. The high-T be-
havior is consistent with the predicted intrinsic metallic state for this structure.@S0163-1829~97!51604-3#

Carbon nanotubes are attracting increasing scientific and
technological interest.1 Defect-free tubes are expected to
have electronic and magnetic properties which depend on the
diameter, number of concentric shells, and chirality. Active
devices based on diameter discontinuities within a single
tube are also envisioned.2

Several groups have reported electrical resistivity results
for multiwall nanotubes ~MWNT’s!. Oriented films of
MWNT’s provided the first determination of the resistivity
along the tube axis,r i;20 mV cm at 300 K, increasing
gradually with decreasing temperature.3 Two-probe magne-
toconductivity measurements on individual MWNT’s show
evidence for weak localization.4 Scanning probe5 and
four-probe6 resistivity values at 300 K span four decades, no
doubt reflecting the influence of defects as well as different
diameters, number of shells, etc. Despite the low resistivities
sometimes found, none of the MWNT samples show the
positivedr/dT characteristic of a metal.

Single-wall nanotubes~SWNT’s! are conceptually sim-
pler, having only one structural degree of freedom since di-
ameter and chirality are interdependent. The electronic spec-
trum is completely specified by the integer pair
(n,m)which also defines the structure. SWNT’s withn5m
or m5 0 are achiral, having, respectively, ‘‘armchair’’ or
‘‘zigzag’’ configurations of carbon atoms in planes normal to
the tube axis. Starting from the zero-gap electron spectrum
of an infinite graphene sheet, and depending on the choice of
n andm, primary~large! and secondary~small! gaps may be
opened by zone folding and curvature, respectively; one thus
finds that only SWNT’s withn5m have gapless densities of
states and therefore should be metallic.7–9

It has been shown recently that essentially monodisperse
SWNT’s are produced, in yields approaching 70%, by laser
ablation of graphite doped with Co and Ni.10,11 Armchair
tubes are predicted to be energetically favored due to effec-
tive triple bond formation on the open edge during growth.11

X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy
~TEM! lattice images11 provide strong evidence that
the ~10,10! armchair tube with a measured diameter of
13.860.2 Å is predominant. The armchair geometry was
specifically confirmed by electron diffraction12 and Raman
spectroscopy.13 Therefore, this material is expected to be me-

tallic. Amazingly, the SWNT’s self-organize during growth
into bundles, or ropes, tens of micrometers long, containing
hundreds of close-packed tubes on a two-dimensional~2D!
triangular lattice with intertube spacing 3.2 Å characteristic
of van der Waals inter-SWNT binding.11 Thus the anisotropy
of rope electronic properties should resemble that of graph-
ite, while individual SWNT’s might be viewed as 1D quan-
tum wires or electron waveguides.

Evidence that the ropes are metallic include a Dysonian
electron-spin resonance spectrum withg52.001,r i for sev-
eral single-rope samples falling in a narrow range 0.03–0.1
mV cm ~straddling the in-plane resistivity of graphite,14

0.04 mV cm!, and positivedr/dT, all at or near 300 K~Ref.
11!. Here we presentr i(T) and^r&(T) data from individual
ropes and unoriented bulk samples, or mats, of long tangled
ropes, respectively. The results are strikingly similar. At high
temperature we observer(T) increasing linearly withT in
single ropes and in mats subjected to different thermal and
mechanical treatments. This behavior changes with decreas-
ing temperature tonegative dr/dT, with low-T slopes and
crossover temperaturesT* varying from sample to sample.
In contrast to this near-universal behavior, mat samples with
demonstrably lower yield of SWNT’s havedr/dT,0 up to
at least 500 K, similar to published data for MWNT’s
samples. We believe that the positivedr/dT confirms the
predicted intrinsic metallic nature of~10,10! SWNT’s, and
that the relative purity and perfection of the material studied
allows this to be observed, unobscured by the effects of de-
fects and disorder. We are less certain of the origin of the
negativedr/dT at low T; a speculation is presented and
experimental tests suggested.

Samples produced by the laser ablation process consist of
fairly robust, uniformly thick mats, diffuse black in reflection
and with macroscopic densities of only a few mg/cm3, which
condense on a water-cooled Cu surface. As produced, these
contain C60, C70, and microcrystalline Co and Ni catalyst
residues along with the SWNT’s. No MWNT’s are observed
in TEM or powder x-ray diffraction. The fullerenes and
much of the Co and Ni are removed by heat treatment in
vacuum or inert gas at 1000 °C for 30 min.11 Four-prober i
measurements were performed at ambient temperature by ex-
tracting a single rope from the mat using a sharpened Pt tip
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and two MWNT’s as voltage probes and measuring the rope
diameter in the TEM.11 The highest of these values, 0.1
mV cm, was used to scale the results of two-point single-
rope resistance vsT measured in a standard He cryostat to
give the lower curve in Fig. 1.

Four-point measurements of the directionally averaged
bulk resistivity ^r& were made on rectangular pieces 2–4
mm wide and;1 cm long, cut from the mat. Resistivities
were calculated using an average thickness estimated from
the mass~100’s of mg! and an assumed density 2 g/cm3,
intermediate between solid C60 and graphite. We used in-line
silver paint or pressure contacts and high-pressure Ar in a
Joule-Thompson cold finger cryostat15 which can be heated
to 580 K.^r& of as-grown mat annealed at 1000 °C is shown
as the upper curve in Fig. 1. We find it remarkable that
^r&~mat! exceedsr i~rope! by only a factor;50 since the
inter-rope contacts in the mat must be tenuous at best in light
of the extremely low density, and since we expectr'@r i as
in graphite.14,16 We suspect that the relatively small differ-
ence between̂r& and r i can be explained by the extreme
aspect ratio of the ropes comprising the mat; the length of the
rope segments is an appreciable fraction of the length be-
tween voltage probes17 such that the number of rope-rope
contacts is far less than usually encountered in powder pel-
lets. Evidence that this is indeed the case is provided by the
middle curve in Fig. 1, showing that mild pressing of the mat
before applying contacts~4 kg/cm2) permanently reduces
^r& by a factor 3, the improved rope-rope contact bringing
the mat value within a factor 20 ofr i . By systematically
increasing the pressing force, we found a shallow minimum
in ^r& at 6 kg/cm2; increasing further to 8 kg/cm2 led to a
twofold increasein ^r&. The highest pressure apparently sig-
nals the point at which mechanical damage to the ropes or
tubes comprising the mat overtakes the improvement in
rope-rope contacts.

Figure 2 displays the temperature dependence on an
expanded relative scale. AboveT* , bothr i and^r& are fairly
well described by positive linear coefficients, 0.5231024/K

for the single rope and;131024/K for the as-grown mat.
The derivative changes sign at lowT, the crossover tempera-
ture T* increasing from 35 K to 180 K to 210 K in the
sequence rope,as-grown mat,pressed mat. The mat data
can be approximately fit byr5A1B/T 1CT with consider-
able uncertainty in the exponent of the 1/T term, while the
single-rope data above 50 K are well represented byA1
CT2DT2, the negative quadratic coefficient perhaps sug-
gesting the onset of saturation.

Both the positivedr/dT at highT and the crossover phe-
nomenon are robust in high-yield mats; for example
increasing the annealing time and temperature to 30 h at
1200 °C simply increaseŝr& by 25% at allT, and compres-
sion has little effect onT* . Conversely, low-yield mat
samples~resulting from less-than-optimum matching condi-
tions of the two laser beams! give significantly higher̂ r&,
anddr/dT,0 from 90 K to 500 K similar to the behavior of
MWNT’s.3,4,6 Further evidence thatr~mat! reflects at least
qualitatively the properties of SWNT ropes~rather than be-
ing completely dominated by morphology! is provided by
data from a 10-mm-long sample consisting of straight defect-
free rope segments interspersed with 1–2mm tangled re-
gions, Fig. 3. In this sample, inter-rope contacts are no doubt
required to ensure continuity between voltage probes, as in
the mat samples, while the qualitative behavior ofr(T) is
similar to the single rope and mat results, with
T*;250 K.18 We thus believe the crossover phenomenon is
an intrinsic feature of electron transport in the ropes, while
the variability ofT* from sample to sample indicates that it
is controlled by the different gross morphologies, defects
and/or disorder.19

The positivedr/dT at high temperature indicates that the
SWNT ropes are the first nanotube material to exhibit this
classic attribute of a metallic state, most likely because the
effects of defects and disorder are less severe than in previ-

FIG. 1. Resistivity vs temperature for SWNT rope
materials: as-grown and lightly pressed mat~four-point, unori-
ented! and single-rope~two-point, scaled to four-point measurement
at ambientT!. Solid curves are guides to the eye.

FIG. 2. Resistivity vs temperature~normalized to 300 K! of
SWNT single rope (r i) and mat(̂r&). All samples show a cross-
over from positive to negativedr/dT, at different temperatures. For
clarity, the curves are offset and two of every three single-rope data
points are omitted. Solid curves are fits described in the text.
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ous MWNT studies. This is of course consistent with the fact
that the dominant SWNT in these samples is the~10,10!
armchair tube which is predicted to be metallic. At first
glance the quasilinear behavior suggests diffusive~phonon-
limited! electron transport in the high-T limit of a Bloch-
Gruneisen picture, in which the weak temperature depen-
dence would be attributed to a relatively small net electron-
phonon coupling. The carrier concentration and the density
of states at the Fermi energy of~10,10! SWNT’s are pre-
dicted to be small—scaling from a local-density-
approximation calculation for the~5,5! case20 we estimate
N(EF);2/eV per 60 carbons~both spins!, only 1/10 that of
metallic K3C60 ~Ref. 21! which is already a low electron
density system.22 For comparison,ra of graphite exhibits a
similarly weak and positive temperature derivative near 300
K ~and no crossover to negativedr/dT!, while the overall
T dependence is more dramatic14 with r~300 K!/r~4 K!;10.
On the other hand, given the energy scale of the relevant
phonons, it is unlikely that the high-T limit would be reached
atT as low as 50 K~cf. Fig. 2 for the single rope!. Thus there
may be some interesting new physics in the quasilinear
r(T) of SWNT ropes.

The negativedr/dT at low T is harder to explain, absent
more and different experimental information. Carrier freez-
eout can be ruled out because, even if a gap opened at low
T for some reason, the implied activation energy would be
unphysically small.6 Figure 2 is reminiscent of Kondo
alloys—the resistivity increase at lowT could be due to spin-
flip scattering from traces of Co and Ni incorporated in the
SWNT, although it is hard to understand how the magnetic
impurity density~measured byT* ) could vary so strongly
among samples prepared from the same doped target, or by
mechanical treatment. We cannot entirely rule out a
T-dependent admixture ofr i and r' , for single ropes as
well as mats, since we cannot be sure that we are making
contact to all the tubes in a rope, and the length between
voltage probes may not be sufficient to avoid the effect of
intertube transport. On the other hand, it is far more typical
for a high-resistivity tensor component to be corrupted by
low-resistivity shorts, the inverse of the present case. Finally,
the two-point and four-point resistivities are comparable, in-
dicating that contact resistance is negligible.

The work of Langeret al. leads us to speculate as follows.
The magnetoconductance of;200-Å-diameter MWNT’s be-
low 100 K is interpreted in terms of 2D weak localization,4

the dimensionality being fixed by the large diameter, not by
the coupling between concentric shells which is estimated to
be only;1/10 that ofABAB . . . stacked graphite due to the
nonregistry of C atoms between adjacent tubes.14 Our ropes
of 13.8-Å-diameter SWNT’s are more likely to be 1D since
transport within a SWNT involves a single transverse
channel9 and the coupling between six-coordinated SWNT’s
in a rope will be even weaker than the intershell coupling in
MWNT’s because neighbor tubes ‘‘touch’’ only along six
lines, all of which cannot contain C atoms since the lattice
symmetry is incompatible with the five-fold azimuthal sym-
metry of~10,10! tubes. The observed values of rope diameter
andr i suggest that the Thouless criterion for 1D localization
will be satisfied forT,20–40 K,23 assuming thatr i is a
measure of inelastic scattering and thus controls the cutoff
lengthLTh . This is consistent withT*;35 K for a defect-
free rope~Fig. 2!. Phase coherence is maintained with in-
creasingT until intertube hops become sufficiently frequent
to destroy it. AboveT* the rope system becomes a normal
anisotropic 3D metal, absent sufficient disorder to induce 3D
localization.

Magnetoconductance would be an obvious experimental
test of the above hypothesis.4 Another would be to determine
if T* is tunable by hydrostatic pressure; increased intertube
overlap should shift the 1D→3D crossover to lowerT. Long-
wavelength bends of armchair SWNT’s do not contribute to
carrier backscattering, whereas even a modest twist, of order
1 complete revolution per 2 micrometers of length, intro-
duces a gap of order 20 meV atEF .

9 A local fluctuation of
this type would backscatter an electron, enhancing localiza-
tion of the 1D wave function. Twisting the defect-free rope
about its long axis should affect the low-T resistivity by
shifting T* and/or by changing the functional form of
r(T).23 More challenging would be to measurer(T) for a
single defect-free SWNT; the much smaller characteristic di-
mension implies that 1D localization should survive to much
higher T. Finally, the ropes appear to be long enough to
search for scale-independent conductance, a definitive signa-
ture of localization in 1D.

While similar overallr(T) behavior is observed in mats
and single ropes, Fig. 2 suggests that^r& increases more
rapidly with decreasingT thanr i , raising the possibility of
different low-T mechanisms. One possibility is that static
disorder in tangled ropes induces weak 3D localization,
which persists with increasingT until the dynamic disorder
is sufficient to dephase the 3D wave function. The single
rope in Figs. 1 and 2 has the least disorder, and its lowT*
reflects the coherence limit of intrinsic 1D localization. Mats
and defective ropes have higherT* due to ‘‘excess’’ disor-
der from twists and tangles. Compressing the mat increases
T* slightly at first, which could be associated with partial
crushing of tubes and ropes normal to the mat surface. Low-
yield samples~and MWNT’s! haveT* ’s.300 K; localized
behavior persists to higher temperatures due to the increased
defect density and disorder.

The weakly positivedr/dT was anticipated in previous
publications, where it was pointed out that weak electron-
phonon coupling in a carbon nanotube would be insufficient

FIG. 3. Log-log plot of two-pointr i vsT for a rope with tangled
regions; absolute value is approximate due to uncertainties in rope
diameter. Solid line is a power-law fit up to 200 K.
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to stabilize a 1D Peierls distortion.7 A similar argument ap-
plies to superconductivity, which is unlikely to occur at high
Tc in doped ropes.N(E) is rather flat within61–2 eV of the
neutral tubeEF ,

7,20 so we expectTc’s in the mK range typi-
cal of the graphite intercalation compound KC8 rather than
the 20 K of K3C60, unless intercalation of a rope lattice
shifts EF by more than 1–2 eV or introduces new modes
which couple strongly to electrons. On the other hand, pros-
pects for highly conducting synthetic nanometals based on
neutral and doped ropes are bright. It is hoped that the
present results and speculations, and the availability of high-
yield samples of well-characterized simple nanotube struc-
tures, will motivate further work—extending the resistivity

measurements to higher and lowerT, galvanomagnetic ex-
periments, electron and optical spectroscopies, and theory.
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